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How Cloud Technology Helps
Companies Weather the Perfect
Storm of Business Change

We’re in the midst of unprecedented business change with three major “storms”

impacting startups, small and medium sized businesses, and enterprises alike

while completely shifting the way we work and serve customers.

First Storm of Change: Digital Transformation
COVID-19 and remote work have accelerated a decade of digital transformation

efforts as companies and customers have been forced to become digital first in all

activities. 

Third Storm of Change: Supply Chain 4.0
While IoT, big data, and advanced robotics are nothing new, recent

breakthroughs in these technologies have accelerated their pervasiveness within

the supply chain process.

Second Storm of Change: Global Crisis
COVID-19 and climate change have put macro-scale events in front of every

business. Disruptions in global supply chains, manufacturing, and distribution

have made serving customers more complex and costly.

Where can business and technology leaders find calm within this perfect storm of

business volatility? Utilizing cloud technology is a smart place to start by taking control

over front and back office requirements in one flexible, customer centric system.

Nissan Motors survey also found
over half of small businesses believe

fleets will be fully autonomous within

20 years.

McKinsey  research
shows non-prepared

companies can have

significant revenue loss if

supply chains are impacted

by hurricanes or other

extreme climate events.

A recent study by
Deloitte and MAPI
showed that 62% of global

manufacturing leaders say

they are investing in

digital factory plans.

A Solution within the Eye of the Storm

Nissan Motors survey revealed
many small businesses believe that

better connectivity could improve

their business.

Post-pandemic,
global research firm
Gartner has predicted

a permanent shift to

remote work for

almost 50% of us.

of executives believe
COVID-19 will
fundamentally change

the way they do business

over the next five years.

Learn about Ascent Solutions for

Salesforce at www.ascenterp.com

ROI benefits experienced by businesses using CRM systems (Source: IBM)

CRM ROI is

$2.50 to $5.60
for each $1 spent

75%+ of CRM
Spend is Now on

Cloud Technology
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